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Abstract
Chemotaxis enables cells to systematically approach distant targets that emit a diffusible
guiding substance. However, the visual observation of an encounter between a cell and a target
does not necessarily indicate the presence of a chemotactic approach mechanism, as even a
blindly migrating cell can come across a target by chance. To distinguish between chemotactic
approach and blind migration, we present an objective method that is based on the analysis
of time-lapse recorded cell migration trajectories: For each movement of a cell relative to the
position of potential targets, we compute a p-value that quantifies how likely the direction of
this movement step is under the null-hypothesis of blind migration. The resulting distribution of
p-values, pooled over all recorded cell trajectories, is then compared to an ensemble of reference
distributions in which the positions of targets are randomized. We validate our method with
simulated data and demonstrate that the method reliably detects the presence or absence of
long-range cell-cell interactions. We then apply the method to data from experiments with
highly migratory human-derived natural killer (NK) cells and nearly stationary K562 tumor
cells as targets that are dispersed in a 3-dimensional collagen matrix. Although NK cells find
and attack K562 cells with high efficiency, we show that the attacks are consistent with a
target-blind random walk. NK cells achieve their high attack efficiency by combining high
migration speeds with high degrees of directional persistence. We provide a freely available
Python implementation of the p-value method that may serve as a general tool for extracting
the interaction rules in collective systems of self-driven agents.
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Introduction
Pursuit and evasion are ubiquitous in nature [1]. An obvious example are predator-prey relations,
where an agent attempts to catch a target that is struggling to escape. In such extreme cases, the
continuous mutual reaction of the two opponents proves without doubt that they act in a goal-
directed way and are able to sense each other from a distance. By contrast, when mobile agents are
foraging for non-evading targets, it is not always clear whether the agents are performing a blind
random walk and find their targets merely by chance, or if they recognize them already from larger
distances and approach them systematically. The situation is particularly ambiguous in the case of
micro-organisms, which can only migrate with a relatively large degree of directional randomness [2],
and for which chemotaxis is often the only available mechanism to locate distant targets [3].
We have encountered such ambiguous behavior in experiments with highly mobile natural killer (NK)
cells and almost immobile tumor cells, randomly distributed inside a 3-dimensional collagen gel (for
details see below). By continuously monitoring the migration paths of the cells, we regularly observe
NK cells that migrate to a nearby tumor cell, establish steric contact and attack the tumor cell,
causing its subsequent death. This killing behavior after establishing cell-cell contact is consistent
with the expected function of the immune system to eliminate pathogens. However, the interpretation
of the preceding phase, in which the NK cells approach their targets, is ambiguous: On the one hand,
it is known that NK cells can be chemotactically recruited by other cells of the immune system that
have located a pathogen [4, 5]. Given this fundamental chemotactic ability, the NK cells might
very well be able to follow chemical traces of tumor cells directly. On the other hand, thorough
visual inspection of time-lapse video recordings yields numerous examples where a migrating NK
cells misses or even seems to turn away from a nearby tumor cell.
The question of how immune cells are locating pathogens is of general importance, e.g. for optimizing
cell-based immunotherapies for cancer [6, 7, 8]. A method for quantitatively analyzing the strength
and range of chemotactic interaction could ultimately help opening ways to modify and improve the
foraging efficiency of the immune cells by external interventions.
In this study, we present a method for detecting long-range interactions between two types of agents,
based only on their time-lapse recorded trajectories. The method could, in principle, be applied to
any kind of self-propelled agents, including multi-cellular organisms or animals. However, we focus
here on unicellular organisms, and specifically on immune cells and their targets. Our approach is as
follows: We view the detection of interactions as a statistical test of the hypothesis that immune cell
migration is affected by distant targets, against the null-hypothesis that the immune cells perform
a blind random walk. Every discrete step of an immune cell’s migration trajectory is characterized
by a p-value, describing the probability that the step is part of a blind random walk. Computing
the distribution of p-values over all recorded immune cells and time steps then reveals the presence
of long-range interactions between immune cells and targets by a statistically significantly larger
fraction of small p-values compared to a reference distribution of p-values in which the positions of
the targets are randomized.
We validate our method with surrogate data, using a simulation framework for chemotactical behavior
that has been published previously [9]. In a first simulated scenario, called ’blind search’ (BLS), the
migration of immune cells is not influenced by the presence or the positions of targets. The immune
cells migrate blindly with individually different but temporally constant migration parameters. In
the second case, called ’random mode switching’ (RMS), immune cells are also migrating blindly, but
their migration behavior occasionally switches e.g. from slow to fast or from random to persistent,
for reasons unrelated to the targets - a scenario that has been previously shown to be ubiquitous
[10]. In the third test case, called ’temporal gradient search’ (TGS), immune cells are able to detect
differences of the target-related chemo-attractant concentration over time, and they modulate their
degree of directional persistence accordingly - a well-known strategy of chemotaxis that is found
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in the run-and-tumble behavior of E.coli [11]. In the fourth test case of ’spatial gradient search’
(SGS), immune cells can directly measure and turn in in the direction of a spatial gradient in the
concentration of a chemo-attractant. Applied to these four simulated scenarios, the p-value method
correctly finds the absence of long-range interactions between immune and target cells in the cases of
’blind search’ and ’random mode switching’, and the presence of interactions in the cases of ’temporal
gradient search’ and ’spatial gradient search’.
Moreover, we apply the p-value method to data from experiments with human natural killer (NK)
immune cells and K562 tumor cells inside a three-dimensional collagen gel. NK cells are able to find
and kill a substantial fraction of the tumor cells over a time course of several hours. Despite this high
killing efficiency, the resulting p-value distributions are consistent with the null-hypothesis that NK
cells perform a target-blind random walk. We explain this apparent contradiction with the specific
migration properties of NK cells: Due to their high speed of typically 6 µm/min [12], they can cover
a larger search area than most other cell types in a given time period. Moreover, their relatively high
directional persistence makes repeated visits of the same locations less likely, which increases the
search efficiency [13]. We speculate that a fast and directionally persistent migration behavior has
evolved in immune cells as a generally effective, target-independent search strategy against a variety
of possible target types, including those that do not emit any detectable chemo-attractants.
Materials and Methods
Step 1: Data generation
Experimental setup
We generally assume an experimental assay where immune and cancer cells are mixed together in a
3-dimensional matrix that is suitable for effective cell migration and enables proper imaging with a
microscope. If the matrix layer has a vertical thickness of only a few cell diameters, the system can
be considered quasi two-dimensional, and the subsequent analysis can be restricted to the horizontal
(x,y) cell positions. In the case of thicker matrices, the z-positions of the cells need to be measured as
well to select and analyze only those pairs of immune and target cells that are approximately in the
same horizontal plane. In principle, our method can be extended to include also the z-coordinates of
cell migration trajectories, but because of the non-isotropic resolution of most microscopes, we limit
here our analysis to the horizontal plane. We assume that the microscope’s field of view is time-lapse
recorded with a constant time interval ∆t between successive recordings. This ∆t has to be short
enough (≈1 min for fast cells), so that the cell configurations change only slightly from one frame
to the next. Ideally, the outlines of the individual cells should still have some overlap in successive
frames. Moreover, our method of interaction detection will work best with long overall recording
periods (≈500 frames), and with large numbers of cells in the field of view (≈100). However, this is
not an essential requirement as missing frames are automatically handled in the data filtering step
(see below).
In this work, we investigate natural killer (NK) cells from human donors, which are in vitro activated
and expanded. A number of 5 · 106 NK immune cells and 3 · 106 K562 tumor cells are mixed with
ice-cold 500 µl acid-dissolved collagen solution (1.2mg/ml) and pipetted into a tissue-culture-treated
35 mm dish (for a detailed protocol, see [10]). The polymerization of the collagen solution is initiated
by placing the dish for 30 min in a cell culture incubator at 37◦C, 5% CO2. Due to surface tension,
the thickness of the polymerized collagen gel decreases towards the center of the dish with a height
of ≈ 30 µm (Fig. 3(j,k)). Time-lapse imaging can thus be realized in bright-field mode without
scanning in z-direction, while the cells still showed the same characteristic migration behavior as in
a thick collagen gel. We recorded 9 independent data sets, each including between 333 and 1547
images, with a time interval of 45 seconds between two subsequent frames. The images had 1344 x
1024 pixels with a linear size of 0.645 µm.
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Cell tracking
To extract the information required for our interaction-detection algorithm, the recorded cells need to
be detected and individually tracked, yielding the 3D center-of-mass coordinates ~R
(i)
t = (x
(i)
t , y
(i)
t , z
(i)
t )
of every cell i in each video frame t. Each cell needs to be labeled with a unique ID number i that
remains consistent over subsequent frames. Furthermore, each cell must be classified as either c = 0
(immune cell) or c = 1 (target cell). All information regarding a particular cell at a particular
time needs to be stored in an ’observation’ vector of the form (t, x, y, z, i, c). The total number
of observations may change between frames, as cells may leave or enter the microscope’s field of
view, because of cell division and death, or also due to tracking problems. The observations from
all video frames (in any order) need to be combined into a matrix, with each row corresponding to
an observation vector. This matrix, stored as a Numpy-array, forms the input to our interaction-
detection algorithm.
In this study, cells are automatically segmented using local differences of image entropy (Fig. 3(l)).
The classification in immune and tumor cells is based on differences in speed, size, and brightness.
Finally, the temporal trajectory of each cell is determined using the overlap of the cell area between
successive time frames.
Generation of simulated data
To validate our p-value method of interaction detection, we use a previously published software
framework for the simulation of chemotactic hunting behavior [9], which provides the following four
scenarios: (1) In ’Blind Search’ (BLS), the immune cells do not interact at all with the targets but
migrate blindly, according to a correlated random walk with fixed parameters for the mean step width
(speed) and for the degree of directional persistence. (2) In ’Random Mode Switching’ (RMS), the
immune cells are still blind with respect to the targets, but occasionally switch between a highly per-
sistent random walk and a non-persistent (diffusive) random walk mode. (3) In ’Temporal Gradient
Sensing’ (TGS), the immune cells actually approach the targets by following the temporal gradient
of chemo-attractant. In particular, the model assumes that the immune cells perform a highly per-
sistent correlated random walk as long as the concentration of chemo-attractant is increasing with
time. When the concentration is decreasing, the immune cells switch to a diffusive (uncorrelated)
random walk in order to find a more goal-directed migration direction. (4) In ’Spatial Gradient
Sensing’ (SGS), the immune cells are able to measure the spatial gradient of chemo-attractant and
to actively turn into the direction of a nearby target.
To generate the surrogate data for the present paper, we set all parameters of the chemotactic
simulating framework to the same values as in [9]. However, while all results were averaged over
10000 runs in [9], we now produce for each scenario only a single simulated data set with a longer
duration (500 time steps of ∆t = 1min), with a larger field of view (5000 µm x 5000 µm) and with
a larger number of cells (100 immune cells and, initially, 50 target cells).
Step 2: Data filtering
’Triplet’-based analysis
The elementary unit for our data analysis is a ’triplet’, consisting of three consecutive cell positions{
~R
(i)
t−1, ~R
(i)
t , ~R
(i)
t+1
}
of an immune cell i (solid blue dots in Fig. 1(a)). Our algorithm automatically ex-
tracts all such triplets from the matrix of observations. Recording or tracking gaps are automatically
excluded from the list of triplets.
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Excluding cells with too few triplets
From the list of all triplets, we extract the subset belonging to a particular immune cell i. If this cell
has a number N
(tr)
i of triplets smaller than N
(tr)
min (typically set to 5), the cell is excluded from the
subsequent analysis, because it is not possible to reliably estimate the average migration behavior of
a cell based on such a small number of positions (for details see below).
Excluding triplets with too distant targets
Often, there will be a-priori knowledge about the maximum expected distance rmax for interactions
between immune and target cells (Otherwise, rmax can be set to a value larger than the size of the
microscope’s field of view). For the purpose of interaction detection (for details see below), we restrict
the analysis to triplets which have at least one target present in a sphere of radius rmax around the
triplet’s central immune cell position ~R
(i)
t = (x
(i)
t , y
(i)
t , z
(i)
t ). Generally, a smaller rmax reduces the
computation time of the algorithm, but a larger rmax increases the number of possible targets and
thus reduces statistical fluctuations in the evaluation.
Step 3: Data analysis
Cell migration model
We focus on the in-plane, horizontal motion of the cells. For this purpose, we only use two-dimensional
coordinates, in the following denoted by lower-case position vectors ~r
(i)
t = (x
(i)
t , y
(i)
t ). The sequence
of horizontal positions ~r of each individual cell i over successive time indices t = 0, 1, 2, . . . is ap-
proximated by a directionally persistent, discrete time random walk. It is characterized by a certain
distribution pi(w) of step widths w, and a distribution pi(θ) of turning angles θ. Here, the step width
(Euclidean distance) for a cell’s movement between time t and t+1 is defined as w = |~r(i)t+1−~r(i)t |, and
the turning angle is defined as the angle between the two shift vectors
[
~r
(i)
t+1 − ~r(i)t
]
and
[
~r
(i)
t − ~r(i)t−1
]
.
The step width distribution is modeled as a Rayleigh distribution with speed parameter σi:
pi(w) =
w
σ2i
exp
(
−1
2
w2
σ2i
)
. (1)
The turning angle distribution is modeled as a von-Mises distribution with persistence parameter κi:
pi(θ) =
1
2piI0(κi)
exp (κi · cos(θ)) . (2)
We estimate the individual speed parameter σi and persistence parameter κi for each cell i, based
on its complete recorded time series, as described in [14]. These two parameters characterize the
average in-plane migration behavior of the cell.
’Ordinary’ and ’extraordinary’ steps
In our method of interaction detection, we focus on the turning angles θ of the immune cells, a
quantity that is statistically fluctuating from one step to the next, approximately described by the
von-Mises distribution with persistence parameter κ. For positive κ, corresponding to directionally
persistent migration, the von-Mises distribution is peaked around a zero turning angle, so that most
of the turning angles will have small magnitudes (’ordinary moves’) and only relatively few will have
large magnitudes (’extraordinary moves’).
For the sole purpose of visualization, we can set an arbitrary threshold angle θthr and define ordinary
moves as those with |θ| ≤ θthr. For example, the threshold θthr could be chosen such that ordinary
moves occur in target-blind migration with a probability of Pord = 0.95. Graphically, the interval of
ordinary turning angles can then be depicted as a ’persistence cone’ (Fig. 1(a,b)). Turning angles
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that lead to the outside of the persistence cone would then be regarded as extraordinary (Case (3) in
Fig. 1(b)). Note, however, that our method of interaction detection is directly based on the von-Mises
distribution, and neither θthr nor Pord play any role in the calculation of the p-values. The definition
of the persistence cone is only used to illustrate the fundamental idea of the method.
Evidence for target pursuit
Even if an immune cell is moving with high persistence into the direction of a nearby target (red
dots in Fig. 1(b)), this provides no evidence for target pursuit if the individual migration steps are
classified as ordinary (cases (1) and (2) in Fig. 1(b)). Only steps that are classified as extraordinary
and at the same time are highly target-directed provide some evidence for target pursuit (case (3) in
Fig. 1(b)), in particular if they occur more often than would be expected for a target-blind immune
cell.
Definition of the ’approach cone’
To quantify the target-directedness of a step, we define an ’approach cone’ (left gray area in Fig. 1(a))
as follows: We consider three successive positions of an immune cell i (solid blue circles), given by
the triplet
{
~r
(i)
t−1, ~r
(i)
t , ~r
(i)
t+1
}
, as well as the position ~r
(j)
t of a nearby target cell j (solid red circle).
The optimal turning angle θ? (dashed red arc) of a goal-directed immune cell shifts the migration
trajectory directly towards the target cell with an optimal shift vector ~sopt=~r
(j)
t −~r(i)t (red vector). In
practice, immune cell i has moved along the vector ~s1 =~r
(i)
t+1−~r(i)t (solid blue vector), which encloses
an angle ∆θ (red arc) with the optimal shift vector ~sopt. There exists another, hypothetical shift
vector ~s2 that encloses the same angle ∆θ with the optimal shift vector ~sopt (dashed blue vector).
The interval of turning angles between θ1 = θ
?−∆θ and θ2 = θ?+∆θ ia the approach cone, that is,
the set of directions which are at least as target-oriented as the actual shift of the immune cell.
Definition and interpretation of the p-value
By integrating the von-Mises distribution pi(θ) over all turning angles θ ∈ [ θ?−∆θ, θ?+∆θ ] within
the approach cone, we compute a p-value, subsequently denoted by the symbol pˆ (green area under
the p(θ) curve in Fig. 1(a)).
pˆ =
∫ θ?+∆θ
θ?−∆θ
pi(θ)dθ. (3)
pˆ can be interpreted as the probability that the observed move of the immune cell, or an even more
target-directed move, could occur in a target-blind migration. Very small p-values indicate that
immune cells are attracted towards target cells, while very large p-values indicate that immune
cells are repelled from target cells. Due to its definition, the p-value can be very small only if
three conditions are simultaneously fulfilled: (A) The persistence cone is narrow (high directional
persistence of the immune cell, corresponding to a narrow von-Mises distribution pi(θ)). (B) The
approach cone is narrow (the immune cell turns almost exactly towards the target cell). (C) The
two cones are non-overlapping and distant from each other (the immune cell is ’going out of its way’
to approach the target).
Distribution of p-values
Finding just a few steps with very low p-value does in general not provide convincing evidence for
a target-directed immune cell migration. Moreover, a subset of immune cells might be attracted
to the targets while others are repelled from them. Alternatively, the same immune cell could be
attracted and repelled by targets at different times. All these cases are comprehensively described by
the global probability distribution qobs(pˆ) of all observed p-values. We approximate this continuous
probability distribution by a discrete histogram (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
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Reference distributions of p-values
Since extraordinary steps occur also in target-blind migration with probability 1 − Pord, and some
some of these steps may accidentally lead into the direction of nearby targets, we need to compare
qobs(pˆ) with a reference distribution qref (pˆ) of a system that resembles the observed one in all respects,
except that there are no interactions between immune cells and target cells. To obtain this reference
distribution, we use the following bootstrapping method [15]: We generate a reference data set by
keeping the positions of the immune cells unchanged but shifting all target cells that are located
within the maximum interaction radius rmax to new, independent random positions within that
radius (Fig. 1c). From this reference data set, we compute the histogram of p-values, yielding a
(first) reference distribution qref (pˆ) with the same sample size as qobs(pˆ). Since we are interested
in the fluctuations of the qref (pˆ)-values in each histogram bin, we repeat the same procedure for a
large number Ns ≈ 100 of statistically independent reference data sets (Thin gray lines in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3). From these Ns histograms, we compute the mean µk and standard deviation σk of
the qref (pˆ)-values in each histogram bin k. Based on this statistics, we define confidence intervals
(dashed blue and red lines in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) for each bin k as [ µk − 1.645 σk, µk + 1.645 σk ].
Assuming a normal distribution, the probability of a value above the upper (or below the lower) limit
of the confidence interval is then 0.05 in the target-randomized reference system. If the measured
p-value distribution qobs(pˆ) lies outside the confidence interval of the reference systems at least in
some histogram bins, this may be interpreted as a statistically significant effect, indicating that the
targets somehow affect the migration of the immune cells.
In our case, the width ∆qk of the confidence intervals has been arbitrarily set to 2×1.645 σk, because
the resulting significance level of 0.05 is a common choice in science. The user is however free to
choose other values for ∆qk, such as ∆qk = 2× 2.325 σk for a significance level of 0.01.
Results
Validation of p-value method with simulated data
We first validate the p-value method with data from chemotaxis simulations, using a recording period
of ∆t = 1 min, a maximum detection radius of rmax = 500 µm, and a number of Ns = 100 reference
distributions. In the BLS scenario, as expected, the resulting p-value distribution is almost identical
to that of the randomized reference system (Fig. 2(a)). In the RMS scenario, the overall shape of the
p-value distribution is different from the BLS case, because RMS is a heterogeneous random walk.
Nevertheless, the observed and reference distributions are again almost identical (Fig. 2(b)). In the
TGS scenario, the shape of the p-value distribution is similar to that of RMS, because both search
strategies share the feature of mode switching, one being controlled by chemoattractant gradients, the
other occurring just randomly. Now, however, there are significant differences between the observed
and reference distributions (Fig. 2(c)). In particular, the observed distribution shows a larger prob-
ability of p-values smaller than 1/2, thus indicating attractive interactions. In the SGS scenario, we
find yet another shape of the p-value distribution, but again there are significant differences between
the observed and reference distributions (Fig. 2(d)).
Application of p-value method to NK/K562 data
Next, we apply the p-value method to data from experiments with primary human NK immune cells
and K562 tumor cells in a three-dimensional collagen gel. We have evaluated nine independent data
sets (see table 1 for details), using in each case a field of view of 867 µm× 660 µm and a recording
time interval of 0.75 min. Among the data sets, the total recording time Trec varied between 4.18 and
19.35 hours, but in all cases a sufficiently large number Ntri of triplets could be used for evaluation
(See 4.th column of table 1. Note that Ntri can exceed Nfra ·N (0)imm if new immune cells enter the
field of view over the recording period). The initial number N
(0)
imm of immune cells in the field of view
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DS Nfra Trec (h) Ntri N
(0)
imm N
(0)
tum v =
σ
∆t
( µm
min
) κ
0 334 4.18 12075 34 14 5.96 2.59
1 414 5.18 6910 23 27 4.87 2.71
2 641 8.01 11166 22 17 6.75 2.37
3 1548 19.35 58736 34 14 5.07 2.57
4 633 7.91 29101 47 18 4.12 1.73
5 640 8.00 24272 26 26 6.39 3.28
6 640 8.00 10561 16 20 5.29 2.72
7 640 8.00 12590 19 23 6.20 2.67
8 640 8.00 8095 13 23 4.92 2.59
Table 1: Essential properties of the nine data sets DS = 0 . . . 8. Here, Nfra is the number of video
frames, Trec the total recording time in hours, Ntri the number of valid triplets that could be used for
the p-value evaluation, N
(0)
imm the initial number of immune cells, N
(0)
tum the initial number of tumor
cells, v the average speed of immune cells in µm/min, and κ is the average persistence parameter of
immune cells.
varied between 13 and 47, the initial number N
(0)
tum of tumor cells between 14 and 26.
In all data sets, we observed numerous encounters between the two cell types (see video V1 of the
Supplemental Material, which shows the labeled cell positions of data set 0 during the whole recording
period). Nevertheless, the observed p-value distributions are located within the confidence intervals
of the reference system (Fig. 3(a-i)), indicating that the immune cell find their targets by chance.
We attribute this surprising finding mainly to the unusually high migration speed of the NK immune
cells (average migration speeds v varied between 4.12 and 6.39 µm/min among the data sets), which
helps them to explore a large search space within a relatively short time. Additionally, the NK
immune cells are able to migrate with high directional persistence (average persistence parameters
κ varied between 1.73 and 3.28), so that they rarely turn around and explore the same area again.
As has been demonstrated before [13, 9], the search efficiency grows monotonically with the degree
of persistence, in particular in systems where the targets are near stationary.
To verify that the number of observed encounters between immune and tumor cells can be explained
by a blind random walk, we have extracted the cell positions from data set 0 at time t = 0 and used
it as the initial configuration for a simulation of a blind random walk. Moreover, the parameters
of the simulation were adjusted such that we obtained the same average migration properties (v =
5.96 µm/min and κ = 2.59) as in the experiments. As a result, we indeed find that the simulated
blind migration produces a similar rate of immune-tumor cell encounters than seen in the data (see
video V2 of the Supplemental Material).
Finally, we performed another simulation, using again the initial configuration from data set 0 and
matching migration properties, but this time added the ability for spatial gradient sensing. The
result demonstrates convincingly that, given their migration properties, chemotactical immune cells
could find the targets much faster than seen in the data (See video V3 of the Supplemental Material).
Effect of the recording interval ∆t on p-value distributions
Even if the motion of cells appears non-directional on short time scales, a target-directed migration
may nevertheless emerge on larger time scales. To test for this possibility, we can sub-sample the
recorded data by evaluating the triplets at time points t−n∆t, t, and t+n∆t, with an integer number
n, thus effectively increasing the recording time period to n∆t. When applying this sub-sampling
approach to the surrogate data simulated in the SGS scenario (columns of Fig. 4), we indeed find
that the differences between the observed versus reference distributions become more pronounced
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for larger effective recording intervals. By contrast, no strong effect is found after sub-sampling the
measured NK/K562 data (rows of Fig. 5). Generally, the reference distributions approach a uniform
distribution in the limit of very large recording intervals.
Effect of the maximum detection radius rmax on the p-value distributions
We also test the effect of the maximum detection radius rmax on the p-value distributions, both for
the SGS simulations (rows of Fig. 4) and for the measured data (columns of Fig. 5). Both results
demonstrate that a larger rmax is generally preferable, because it reduces the widths of the confidence
intervals. When applying our method to new systems in which the range of interactions is unknown,
we therefore recommend to set rmax to the diagonal size of the field of view.
Signature of weakly repulsive and weakly attractive interactions
Finally, we consider the case of very weak interactions between immune and target cells, using again
the simulated data in the SGS scenario. In order to modulate the interaction strength, we vary the
chemotactic response parameter c (denoted by cR in [9]), which controls how sensitively the immune
cells turn into the direction of the chemotactic concentration gradient. We find that for attractive
interactions (positive c, bottom row of Fig. 6), p-values smaller than 1/2 are still more frequent than
in the reference system, but the differences eventually become non-significant in the case of very
weak attraction (case c = +5 in Fig. 6). Conversely, in the case of repulsive interactions (negative c,
top row of Fig. 6), p-values smaller than 1/2 are less frequent than in the reference system.
Discussion
The collective motion of organisms can often be described in the framework of self-driven, interacting
agents [16], provided the distance-dependent interactions between the agents are known. For this
reason, various methods have been developed in order to extract interaction functions from motion
data in groups of animals [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]
To our knowledge, it has not yet been attempted to extract long-range interactions between different
cell types that presumably have a predator-prey relation. We have therefore tested different ap-
proaches to detect and quantify remote interactions between immune and tumor cells, based solidly
on recorded cell trajectories.
A first possible approach, used in some of the above studies [20, 21], is to set up an explicit model for
the migration and interaction of the agents, and then to fit the unknown model parameters directly
to the measured agent trajectories, for example using maximum likelihood optimization. We have
applied such a method of parameter inference to simulated data of immune/tumor cell systems [24]
and could correctly reproduce the known model parameters in some of the test cases. However, the
inference produced wrong results whenever the investigated system had properties not fully captured
by the assumed migration and interaction model - unfortunately a common situation in biology.
In this paper, we have therefore developed a new method of interaction detection based on p-values,
which does not presume any detailed model of cell behavior, but only assumes that target-directed
cells reveal themselves by a larger fraction of extraordinary, target-directed turns. Our method
has only two user-adjusted parameters which slightly affect the results, namely the recording time
interval ∆t and the maximum expected interaction range rmax. A third parameter, the minimum
trajectory length N
(tr)
min, does not usually need to be changed from its standard value 5. We have
demonstrated that this p-value method reliably distinguishes between target-blind migration and
purposeful pursuit in all test cases investigated so far.
Recently, the misuse of p-values has been strongly criticized in the scientific community [25, 26, 27,
28, 29]. The core of the problem is that many research studies treat the p-value as a uniquely defined
feature of their experiment, whereas there actually exists a (meta-) probability distribution for the
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p-value [30, 31]: When the very same experiment is repeated (that is, when new samples are drawn
from the very same statistical model), the p-value will fall sometimes below and sometimes above the
significance level. Picking just a single p-value thereby leads to non-reproducible results. For this
reason, we compute the probability distribution qobs(pˆ) of p-values (approximated by a histogram
with bins of finite size), pooled over all recorded steps of the immune cells. We then compare
this observed distribution with the distribution qref (pˆ) of randomized reference systems. In order
to estimate the statistical fluctuation of the reference distribution, we compute qref (pˆ) for a large
ensemble of random reference systems, thus yielding a confidence interval for each bin of the p-value
histogram. If there are interactions between immune and target cells, the observed p-values will be
found outside of the confidence interval in at least some histogram bins.
Our data sets with NK and K562 cells did not provide any evidence for long-range interactions,
indicating that these cells meet each other only by chance. Although this particular negative result
does not rule out the existence of long-range interactions between other types of immune and tar-
get cells, we speculate that the immune system might use an alternative way to effectively locate
pathogens, which does not require any remote sensing abilities: Considering the huge variety of
possible pathogens, and assuming that many of these pathogens do not advertise themselves to the
immune cells by emitting chemoattractant, the best method to increase the overall search efficiency
of the immune system is to make the immune cells large in number, fast and directionally persistent,
thereby maximizing the rate of chance encounters with pathogens [13]. Combined with the abilities
to recognize pathogens after steric contact and to recruit other immune cells by using endogenous
chemoattractants, these properties create a robust and flexible system of defense.
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Figure 1: Explanation of the p-value based method to detect goal-directed migration. (a) Compu-
tation of the p-value (green shaded area under the curve p(θ)). We consider a ’triplet’, consisting of
three consecutive positions (~r
(i)
t−1, ~r
(i)
t , ~r
(i)
t+1) of the focal immune cell (blue solid circles) and the posi-
tion ~r
(i)
t of a target cell (red circle) in the vicinity. The ’persistence cone’ (right shaded area) is the
interval of the most probable migration directions of a target-blind immune cell, which is determined
by the previous migration direction (between time step t−1 and t), and by the known turning angle
distribution p(θ) (olive curve on the top). The quantity θ? (red) is the optimal turning angle that
would align the immune cell precisely towards the target cell. The approach cone (left shaded area)
is the interval of migration directions which are at least as target-oriented as the actual move of the
immune cell. By integrating p(θ) over the approach cone (that is, from turning angle θ1 = θ
?−∆θ to
θ2 = θ
?+∆θ), we compute a p-value, the probability that a move at least as target-directed as observed
could occur in a target-blind random walk. (b) Three examples of immune cell trajectories (black)
in relation to a target cell (red). Cases (1) and (2) are not indicative of goal-directed migration,
but case (3) is ’suspicious’, because the cell steps out of its persistence cone and is at the same time
very target-directed. (c) A reference system without interactions between immune and target cells
is generated by re-positioning the target cells randomly, while leaving the immune cell trajectory
unchanged.
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Figure 2: Application of the p-value method to four different types of simulated data. Shown are
in each case the p-value distributions qobs(pˆ) of the actual system (solid black lines) and the distri-
butions qref (pˆ) of the Ns = 100 randomized reference systems (light gray lines). The colored dashed
lines mark a confidence interval: values above the red dashed line (or below the blue dashed line)
occur with a probability of 5 percent in the randomized system. (a) Blind search (BLS): Simulated
immune cells migrate blindly, according to a correlated random walk with temporally constant mi-
gration parameters. (b) Random mode switching (RMS): Simulated immune cells migrate blindly,
according to a correlated random walk with temporally fluctuating migration parameters. (c) Tem-
poral gradient sensing (TGS): Simulated immune cells use temporal gradients of a chemo-attractant
to pursue the target cells. (d) Spatial gradient sensing (SGS): Simulated immune cells use spatial
gradients of a chemo-attractant to pursue the target cells. In cases (a) and (b), where there are no
interactions between simulated immune and target cells, the actual p-value distributions are inside
the confidence intervals of the randomized system. In cases (c) and (d), chemotactic interactions
between simulated immune and target cells lead to significant differences between the observed and
reference distributions.
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Figure 3: Top: Application of the p-value method to nine measured data sets (a-i). In all cases
(a-i), the confidence intervals are extremely narrow and the measured data are inside or very close
to these confidence intervals. This result is consistent with the null-hypothesis that immune cells are
’blind’ with respect to the target cells. Bottom: Sketch of the experimental setup (j,k) and example
image with tracked cells (l). The K562 tumor cells are labeled with blue numbers, the NK cells with
red numbers.
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Figure 4: Top: Application of the p-value method to data simulated in the SGS model, using
different recording intervals ∆t (columns) and maximum interaction distances rmax (rows). The dif-
ferences between the simulated and reference data are more pronounced for larger recording intervals.
Increasing the maximum interaction distance helps to reduce the width of the confidence interval in
the reference distributions.
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Figure 5: Top: Application of the p-value method to data set 0 (case (a) of Fig. 3), using different
recording intervals (columns) and maximum interaction distances (rows). In all cases, the confidence
intervals are extremely narrow and the measured data are inside or very close to these confidence
intervals.
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Figure 6: Top: Application of the p-value method to simulated data (modified SGS model), where
tumor cells are for the immune cells weakly repulsive (top row, negative values of the chemotaxis
response coefficient c), or weakly attractive (bottom row, positive values of the chemotaxis response
coefficient c). Note that in the standard SGS model (Fig. 2(d)), the coefficient is c = +500. For
repulsive interactions, there are fewer small p-values and more large p-values than in the reference
systems.
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Supplemental information
Video material
To compare the experimentally observed cell behavior with the models of blind search and spatial
gradient sensing, we provide three videos ( https://figshare.com/s/7d9a3dc191078289ba0e ).
The video V1.flv shows the tracked cells of our data set 0. The NK immune cells are shown as red
circles, the K562 tumor cells as blue circles. All cells are labeled with unique numbers. Once a tumor
cell is visited by an immune cell (within a distance smaller then 30 µm), the tumor cell is considered
as ’found’ and is subsequently colored in gray.
The video V2.flv shows a simulation that starts with the same initial configuration as in data set 0.
The simulated immune cells also migrate with the same average speed and directional persistence as in
the experiment (Tumor cells are assumed to by completely stationary for simplicity). This simulation
assumes a target-blind random walk (blind search BLS) and produces a rate of encounters between
immune and tumor cells comparable to that in data set 0.
The video V3.flv shows a simulation analogous to V2.flv, however assuming that the immune cells
are chemotactically active and sense the tumor cells using spatial gradient sensing (SGS). This
systematic way of approaching the targets leads to a significantly higher rate of encounters.
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